
 

 

6 Steps to Become a Successful Real Estate 

Agent in 2021 
 

How to be a successful real estate agent in 2021? Most frequently asked question in the real 

estate business. Becoming a real estate agent is not that difficult a task to do. It is as easy as 

throwing a ball into a basket. But to strive right away and become a successful real estate 

agent, there are some major key points and real estate agent tips for beginners to follow. 

 

Additionally, working in the real estate industry or working as Realtors is a bit more conflict 

business. Especially for those who are new to it or on a beginner level. They need to follow 

some business tips in Pakistan, to become well reputed and successful at the same time.  

 

Before going into depth about the topic! Let's have an on what is real estate business? And 

what can be an expected real estate agent salary?  

 

To get answers to these questions, keep on reading!  

 

What is real estate business?  
 

Real estate is a form of a property or land or anything relevant to it. No matter if it's natural or is 

made by humans. A property selling, buying, or renting business is called a real estate 

business. It has four different property types: residential, commercial, industrial, and raw land. 

Real estate investment in Pakistan is not a treasure hunt. You can easily invest in real estate by 

purchasing, renting, or selling a property, home, or land through an authorized real estate 

company.  

 

We hope your mind is explicit with the concept of what the real estate business is.  

 

What can be an expected real estate agent salary?  
 

A real estate agent can earn up to its requirements by using his skills, experience, and links. But 

a minimum or we can say expected successful real estate agents salary starts lowest from 

30,000 to highest 1,00,000 per month. It all depends on you how you are going to use your skills 

and convert your links into trustworthy client relations.  

 

But do you know? 

 

What makes a good real estate agent for buyers?  



 

 

A successful real estate agent is a maker of a symphony, agreeing on the different people to 

make a thriving trade (transaction). We have listed down some tactics that will make you act as 

a professional. Have a look! 

 

Real estate agent tips for beginners 
 

1. Get proper Project knowledge 

2. Learn from others 

3. Enhance your communication skills 

4. Buy and maintain a website 

5. Create a team and be active on social media 

6.  Keep associated with former clients  

 

Get proper Project knowledge: 
 

Any business, not just real estate, before beginning with it, you need to know what it is about? 

How does it work? And how do things move to success?  

 

Isn't, right? Yeah? 

 

Let's have a look at an example. Suppose! You are selling a house, and you got a buyer, who is 

willing to buy it, but he wants to settle up with the price and wants to know the features of the 

property. But when he asks you, how much area the house consists of or how many rooms are 

there? What will be your answer? When don't you even know a single thing or feature about it? 

How are you going to market it?  

 

Looking onto another side of the question, if you know the features, area, rooms, specifications, 

and facilities, you can convince your client and tell him\her that buying this house will give you 

this and that which will never be an offer by anyone else. That will leave an impact on your 

customer that the price is nothing in front of features. 

 

So, it is one of the essential business tips in Pakistan to become a successful real estate agent.  

 

Learn from others:  
 

From our childhood, we always practiced watching, seeing, and learning from others. 

Relatable? 

 

Always look competitor or a person who is working flawlessly and getting success. Your 

competitor will always be your teacher. Look at them, how they work, what tactics they use to 

tackle and fulfill their client needs. Secondly, you can also learn from your seniors, ask them to 



 

 

let you attend them in their meetings, deals or communications. That will help you to understand 

the better insight and the way to work more proficiently.  

 

Asking for a helping hand is not a bad thing. It will be like a ladder to stair up and reach the 

place you desire to. You can also look for an experienced real estate agent to help you to learn 

real estate marketing tactics.  

 

Enhance your communication skills: 
 

I remember, during my childhood, my mom always directed me to speak politely and gently with 

others. According to her, it will inspire your listeners to hearken to you with more focus.  

 

It happens the same while you're expecting someone to make a real estate investment in 

Pakistan. Speaking confidently, flawlessly, and in a professional manner will increase the 

chances of your property being sold. Answering your clients with proof and confidence will make 

them believe in you. Satisfying them with your words is not easy, but it's also not impossible. 

Timely communication is necessary for converting leads, balancing proposals, negotiating 

deals, and closing transactions.  

 

So, a good and skilled communicator is always a real estate agent.   

 

Buy and maintain a website: 
 

In Pakistan, there are several businesses who have not yet bought a website to assist online as 

well. The reason is, buying a domain concept is not yet known here. People don't rely on 

working online. They believe in working, selling, and purchasing by hand. But in the majority of 

countries, this concept has become so recognized.  

 

For the last few years, it's also become usual in the field of real estate Pakistan. People are 

buying and maintaining their websites and converting physical work like sales and paperwork 

into online work. It will present your property or project professionally. Via one-click, your 

customer will be able to go through your whole journey. It will surely leave a professional impact 

that the company or real estate agent is authorized and passionate about the profession.  

 

Create a team and be active on social media: 
 

After creating a website, your real estate business needs to be active on social media platforms 

(Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, LinkedIn).  

 



 

 

The reason is, most of the investors and buyers research on the internet about what they are 

looking for. So, if they find your business profile on any of the above social media platforms, 

they will definitely prefer your property or project to buy.  

 

Here a focused point is, just creating a profile and leaving it is not a good practice. Maintaining 

and setting up will always be the top priority of a successful real estate agent daily schedule.  

 

Keep associated with former clients: 
 

Ok, here comes the past, you must have heard about, forget the past. 

 

No Mate! 

 

In real estate marketing and business, it matters a lot. Your past can be your golden chance. 

Never forget your former customers because they can give your leads, sales, and referrals. A 

successful real estate business model is also based on your sphere of influence and repeat 

business. Every time you can pitch them your new project, property, or discounts. They can be 

called follow-ups. When you know your client's needs and weaknesses - features he\her is 

looking for, never leave them to approach someone else. You only need to build an honest 

connection that will benefit both parties in their prospects. It will make your former customer 

remember your name, and it will remain the tip of their tongue for referrals. 

 

 

So, this is for today! We have shared the best business tips in Pakistan that are practiced here 

to become a successful real estate agent.  

 

We hope the article was helpful for you. For any queries, comment below and share with your 

friends because sharing knowledge can help others.  

 

 You can also download our blog on how to become a successful real estate agent pdf 

version.  

 


